H001{£D ON Hl131SCVS
MEETING/BAR-B-QUE:
Tuesday, July 4th at Doug & Lou Trahan's home 219.West.Lafayette st. in Maurice. If you get
lost call Doug or Lou at 893-305~ for directions. (See map enclosed also) This is will be an informal meeting and party.
Get with Lou (if you already have not done so) to see what covered dish is needed. Also it is bring your own adult
beverages. We will.have soft·drinks available. The chapter is picking up the tab on the meat and we are using the paper
plates, plastic utensils, napkins, etc., left over from the show. The adventure will begin around 3 or so with food being
ready between 5 - 6. We did this a couple years ago and had a great time. By the way husbands, wives or significant
others are invited.
CONENTION UPDATE: This year's convention in Bradenton was one of the nicest meetings I have attended, Not only
were the accommodations wonderful (GREAT JOB VAL-our
National Secretary), but the meetings were actually
enjoyable. The By-laws committee recommended a couple changes. One is for the next nominating committee in the
way people are chosen will be changed to allow one member from each chapter. The other change involves the directors.
In the past, Texas and Louisiana had one director to choose from this region. Under the proposed changes, a director will
be selected from Texas, one from Louisiana, one from the Virgin Islands and one from Florida, plus 4 at large directors.
I congratulate and applaud those that are on the By-Laws committee for making these recommendations.
This is finally
giving all chapters and states an equal representation, which I, personally, have felt has been lacking in the society up to
this point. According to the by-laws any changes must be published in the Seed Pod and then voted on by the members
present at the following convention.
The Board of Directors has changed the way of selecting Convention sites. In the past it was a vote of the members
nd
present at the 2 membership meeting at the convention. This year, the outgoing Board, decided to go back to the way it
used to be, and have the Board select where the convention will be held each year. So far there are 3 sites in the running
for next year's convention: Fort Lauderdale, Punta Gorda and Lafayette, La. The new Board has not decided yet and as
soon as the site is chosen, I will pass that information onto you, our members. We were going to head back to Sarasota
for the Fall membership meeting when Val received noticed right before the convention that the motel where we stayed
last year was closing their restaurant. So it's back to the drawing board for a new site.
I have come away from this year's convention with several bits of information on how to improve media coverage for our
show as well as how some of the other chapters are getting new members. Some very good ideas were presented in the
Chapter President's committee chaired by Damon Veach from Red Stick chapter.
Climax, hybridized by Barry Schleuter, won for Hibiscus of the Year. In addition to the naming of Hibiscus of the 'year,
several other awards were presented. Our own Bobby Dupont won for the most number of seedlings during the 2005
show season as well as Commercial Sweepstakes (most gold ribbons won) in the Texas/Louisiana Region. National
Treasurer, Walter Bissell, presented our own Ricky Meaux with a Treasurer's Citation for having the most up to date
records and timely information presented to the National. Rod Hendrick from Red Stick accepted one award for Bobby,
while Damon Veach accepted another award for him. Rick accepted the award for Ricky.
The elections results were made known to us. Sam Andrews from Fairhope, AL won as the new President. Roz Merritt
5t
won by 25 votes as 1 VP; Paul Felsberg won by 9 votes as 2nd VP. Also elected were Pat Merritt as Secretary; Wayne
Cameron from Texas; Fred Roush from Florida and Bradley Christian from the USVI as directors.
We had two
resignations (for various personal reasons) from the Board of Directors. One was a two year term and the other a 4 year
term.
Sam, as the new President, appointed Eddie Griffith and Rick. Landers to fill the director vacancies. .Rick
volunteered for the two year term while Eddie accepted the four year term. Eddie was elected Chairman of Directors thru
the November 2006 membership meeting.
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BLOOMS AND THINGS
Editors note: This article was due to be published in the June issue but since I was unable to publish that issue I am
printing it here. Sorry for the tardiness in having this printed.
It's realJy hard for me to believe that the temperature outside is ALREADY in the 90's and we're still in the month of May.
That's unbelievable! These temperatures reminded me very quickly about last summer. Last year my babies suffered
during those summer months so this year I had a different plan of attack. This year I would purchase a shade cloth and
give my beauties the protection they deserved. I noticed a shade cloth at Home Depot that covered their bedding plants. It
was effective and even looked nice so I inquired about where to purchase such a thing. You already know the answer I
got, "well, I'm not sure but 1'/1 ask". It took me several months but one day I actually got someone that really wanted to

help me. low and behold, he actually found out. Coincidently, I already had the catalog from the company he suggested
so making a phone call was all I needed to do. I called Farmtek and within minutes the purchase was made. "Mr. Short,
the total weight of your shipment is a little over 700 pounds." I thought, no sweat for me, the delivery people are the ones
who need to worry about that. 3 weeks went by and then I got the call. Mr. Short, your package is in and we would like to
deliver it in the morning." Great, 111be here. "Can you have someone there to help us unload?" I became concerned. 700
II

pounds!!!!! The good news is the guy showed up With a hydraulic lift and unlOaded that baby witnout me touching a thing.
That's the good news. Now we've got to put it together.
There are certain responsibilities that go with being the president of our chapter. You not only have to run the organization
but you also have to help your membership with all duties hibiscus related. Reluctantly, I made that call to Risk and Rick
took his day off to come help me put this together. I thank him for that. It went fine until we had to pick up the sides to
insert the legs of the frame. I'm not sure how much that weighed but... .... IT WAS HEAVY!!!!! Trust me on that one! The
good news is, I am writing this short message so both of us actually survived. For a short time, there was some question
as to whether this was a good idea or not. Well, it's finally up and I am happy to report that it looks good too. Now, even in
the middle of the day, my babies tell me how much better they feel. They still get hot but I have to believe .... they'll do
better this summer. Anyone desiring to see the result is certainly welcome to come by. I'll give a little tour of our seedlings
and "II even show you a few blooms of our babies.
My pick for bloom of the month is "Jason Blue". Hybridized by Barry Schlueter. The eye of this beauty is spectacular and
if you see this bloom in person you'll want one. She puts out unbelievable pollen and she reminds me every time she
brooms why I am so
~
:
"Hooked on Hibiscus".
.
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Come for a visiL ...Buddy
FROM THE NET: Interesting discussion on ph levels.
The Tropical Hibiscus Handbook <http://americanhibiscus.org/thhb03/03hb.htm>
tells us that tropical hibiscus do best
with a 5.5 to 7.8 pH. That degree of acidity allows the roots to effectively use the fertilizer we dutifully give them. My plants
in the ground are growing in soil that was mostly hauled home over the years in dozens of bags - top soillcomposted
manure, etc. from places like Home Depot. When I have thought about soil pH, I always figured that the Home Depot soil
was probably reasonably appropriate and, anyway, all that rotting mulch was iikely adding necessary acidity.
Several years ago I bought a Rapidtest pH meter for a few bucks and threw it on a shelf in the garage. I figured I'd use it
some time when I got around to it.
Recent!y, I noticed that a few plants were looking particularly unhappy, so I somehow found that pH meter and used it for
the first time. Wowl The soil around the unhappy plants was off the scale on the alkaline side. How could that be????
When J thought about it awhile, it occurred to me that whether I'm watering with county water (supposed to be 7.8) or the
well water from our sprinkler system, that water is loaded with minerals like calcium, sodium and magnesium.

In talking to Randy Cox, he agreed that watering with hard water would turn a soil alkaline and it could do it quickly. I had
found some azalea, gardenia fertilizer and quickly applied it, but a week or so later and the soil still tested alkaline. In
talking to Uli Asmann, he suggested using vinegar would speed things along. Visiting the Vinegar Institute on the web, it
suggested a cup of vinegar to a gallon of water. Maybe when the rainy season comes, acid rain (?) will also help.
We've discussed all this before on our mail list, but it doesn't hurt to go over again -- we shouldn't take things for qranted.
If we are finding some plants aren't performing as we expected, it would be wise to check the pH -- both for grounded and
potted plants. If I start having larger and more numerous blooms soon, I'll let you know.
Tom Miller

Tom and all,
A couple of points to consider regarding pH and alkalinity.
Using acid forming fertilizers won't do much good if your soil has high alkalinity, meaning a lot of free carbonates from
shells or limestone. These buffer the pH and the acid forming fertilizers are not very effective when used on naturally high
pH soils at normal rates. They work better in acid soils with low alkalinity and low buffering capacity.
Though related, there is a difference between alkalinity, salinity, and pH. Alkalinity affects the stability of pH, and refers to
the buffering capacity of the water. Salinity refers to the amount of dissolved salts, and pH measures the acidity. Don't
worry about it, just keep it in mind since pH is not the entire picture. Too much salinity can be just as bad for plants at too
high pH even if the pH is adjusted to be in the right range.
The 2 most common materials used for lowering the soil pH are aluminum sulfate and sulfur, worked into the soil.
Aluminum sulfate works instantly while sulfur will take time for the bacteria to convert it to sulfuric acid. Don't overuse
either or root damage can occur. If the soil has naturally high pH you will have to renew these applications regularly.
If may be that your soil around the plants just needs a good thorough leaching with water. Try that first. Imagine pouring
water with fertilizers into a pot or around plant roots and never leaching. A constant buildup of excess fertilizer salts can
occur (high salinity) if that is how the plants are fertilized. Normally rain will do the job of leachinq but without it you need
to leach deliberately sometimes.
Some manures contain very high levels of soluble salts. It's hard to know when you buy it whether this is the case or not
with a particular bag. Be prepared to leach these salts out of the soil if you suspect this is the problem.
High pH affects the plants ability to absorb phosphorus and most of the micronutrients, such as iron. It's a good idea to
lower the pH if it is way high, but hibiscus have a fairly wide tolerance to pH and you don't have to be too exact about it.
Try gentle corrections rather than desperate measures. Give it time to show results and don't overdo anything.
Charles
http://hiddenvalfeyhibiscus.com
Don't forget a simple re-potting every couple of years can help maintain a healthy growing medium for your plants. To me,
it is cost-effective and far more predictable than the chemical approach.
BTW, the city where I live regularly reports a pH of 9-10 for its water. It is further loaded with calcium carbonate to prevent
pipe corrosion. Both are bad for your long-term plant health. Such a high pH, renders a pesticide such as the Ortho
Systemic Insect Killer with its Orthene ingredient into a useless waste of money. (Add vinegar, iron sulfate, pH Five, etc.
to acidify. Or use distilled water which has a neutral pH of 7.0)
Sam

Here is part of an article on pH.
We speak of acidity or alkalinity in terms of a logarithmic scale in which each point is ten times the concentration
hydrogen ions less than the scale point below it. pH8 (alkaline) is 10 x 10 x 10 = 1000 times less acid than pHS.

of

Acid soils can be made sweeter by treating them with lime or dolomite. Alkaline soils can be made more acid with
additions of peat, humus or sulphur. In both cases, soils with a lot of clay or humus in them will tend to resist changes in
Ph more strongly than sandy soils. Hence it is impossible to prescribe exactly how much lime or sulphur a particular soil
will require,
To raise Ph: add Lime at the following rate.
Clay soils - 280 g/sq.m.
Loam soils - 210 g/sq.m.
Sandy soils - 140 g/sq.m.
Water in lightly. After 3 weeks, test again and repeat application if necessary until correct reading is obtained.
To lower Ph: Add agricultural sulphur at the following rate.
Clay soils - 13 g/sq.m.
Loam solis - 10 g/sq.m.
Sandy soils - 6.5 g/sq.m.
.
Water in lightly. After some weeks test again and repeat the application if necessary until correct reading is obtained.
Here is a chart showing how the various nutrients get locked up if your Ph is way out of whack.
and iron are affected.

Note how manganese

Wally Morgan
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Be advised you cannot change the structure of the soil in your particular part of the country, but you can use soil
amendments like Gypsum and Soil Sulfur that will lower the Ph to an acceptable level.
With the above additions and weekly fertilizing with 20-10-20 my soil Ph has never gone above 6.0 in the last 6 years.
Gypsum will break down the soil a little faster than Soil Sulfer which has more of a time release effect.
Wayne-Gilbert,

,
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THE SHOW: Wow, what can be said that hasn't already been said! What a great show and what fantastic people we
have in our chapter. Everyone who worked came together and pitched in on Saturday as well as Sunday. High fives,
pats on the back, congratulations, whatever one wants to say or do, the whole group deserves it. In particular Kevin who
now has his first Show Chairman's position under his belt. We also received high praise from the "out of towners" who
visited our show. We even received a great write-up in the Advertiser! It was and is a truly great time but I am very
thankful that it's over for another year. Who knows what next year will bring. We must look for other accommodations if
they can be found as more and more charges are being levied by the school board. While I would hate to leave Lafayette
High because of Dr. Leonard and his staff being so kind and gracious, we must be practical also. I have asked Buddy to
talk to some of his friends and acquaintances to see if something else is available for us. Since he has so many contacts.
I thought of him first. However. if anyone else wishes to volunteer their time and energy to calling around, please get with
me so that I can give you the particulars that we are looking for in a suitable space.
While everyone who entered blooms and received ribbons were winners, I will highlight those that are head table winners.
I wish to congratulate and thank everyone who came and entered blooms. This show makes us one of the largest in the
Texas/Louisiana region. I can say while we may not have had the most blooms entered this year over other chapters we
DO have the best food. Thanks again EVERYONE! Now on with the pics:

The 2006 show was dedicated to founding member Kay Drourant who passed away this past year.

SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS
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Nan E
Gayle & Roger White

Bonnie B
Janice McNatt

Royal Treasure
Dr. David Tate

MonAmi
Bootsie & Bobby Dupont

CLASSIFICATION WINNERS

Black Dragon
Kevin Russo
New Iberia

Guy Mitchell
Roger & Gayle White
Baton Rouge
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Fragile Moment
Pat & Roz Merritt
Houston

Miss Fantasy
Janice McNatt
Houston
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Black Dragon
.Magic Moments
Bootsie & Bobby Dupont
Plaquemine

Flameball
Carolyn Cormier-Stoute
Scott
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Cajun PrincessDr. David Tate
Kaplan
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My Pleasure
Dr. David Tate
Kaplan

Pink Bouquet
Pat & Roz Merritt
Houston
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We Remember
Dupont/Gerlich

3605
DuponUGerlich

BEST OF SHOW WINNERS
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BYRON METTS

NEW IDEA

BUDDY SHORT

JANICE MCNATT
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RUSTY PASTEL
JANICE MCNATT

BLACK VOODOO
DUPONT IGERLICH

A special thank you to Pat Merritt for all the wonderful pictures she took of our show. Pat you always do such a great job.

PRESIDENT'S DESK: Local elections are upon us once again. In fact we are running a bit late getting everything in the
works this year but I do not see any problems with that as the new officers don't take over until the new year. I will be
seeking two or three individuals to man the nominating committee. It's not real difficult, just basically making phone calls
to see who is interested in running for office. If you are interested in being on this committee, please let me know. And if
there are no volunteers, then "Uncle Guido" might be needed to "convince" you to be on the committee. So let's try to
avoid this and speak up.
As mentioned eartier, I have picked up, what I feel, are excellent ideas on media notification for the upcoming year.
would like someone to head up this position and start publicizing our activities throughout the year, not just at show time.
Also if anyone is interested in taking over the newsletter, please let me know. I am becoming overwhelmed with trying to
get this out in a timely manner (which has been haphazard at best this year), with my job and other interests that I have
now plus ones that are developing for the future. I would truly hate to see the newsletter reduced to a postcard notifying
us of a meeting, but that may result if things continue the way they have been going.
I will be updating the membership listings and getting that out in July. I plan on using a different format this year and in
fact, the design was "stolen" from meetings at the convention. It will make it much easier to read and to hold onto.

DON'T FORGET TUESDAY JULY

4TH

COME CELEBRATE OUR ANNUAL CHAPTER BAR-B-QUE, OUR NATION'S 230TH ANNIVERSARY AND
DOUG'S BIRTHDAY. Join Doug and Lou at their home at 219 West Lafayette St. in Maurice, for plenty
of good food and more importantly good friends.

Remember this chapter is YOUR CHAPTER. As with our flowers, you get out of it what you put into it.
IT WILL MAKE US ALL GROW AND BLOOM! And everyone loves beautiful blooms!
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